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OUGC’s Expedition to La Motte du Caire, France, took place from July 2nd- 17th 2017. The expedition was split
into two crews: week one was attended by Mylynn Bowker, Qin Cao, Anthony Landau, Diana Mocanu, Tedy
Nenu, and Rupert Taylor-Allkins and we were joined by our instructors Pete Stratten and Andy Hyslop.
Rupert, Anthony, and I stayed on for week two and we were joined by Dina Morhij and our instructors Phil
Sturley and Terry Mitchell.

Figure 1 The week two crew at La Motte du Caire. From left to right: Rupert, Momo, Anthony, Dina, JR, Mylynn, Terry, Christian, Phil,
Elliott, Jean-Charles

Following last year’s expedition to La Cerdanya, Spain, OUGC wanted to continue exploring other overseas
mountain sites and we had been recommended La Motte by several instructors at Bicester. La Motte
certainly did not disappoint! Both crews enjoyed fantastic weather and lengthy flights across the Alps, with
most flights lasting anything between two to five hours and an average total flight time of fifteen hours per
person per week! We were very lucky to have such a dedicated team of experienced instructors with us, as
well the opportunity to fly with Christian, La Motte’s CFI, and Jean-Renaud, “JR”, a local instructor who knew
the mountains in the area like the back of his hands. During the expedition, we rotated between flying the
Duo with Christian, the Janus B with JR, and the K21 with our instructors, who took turns instructing and
flying Phil’s beautiful ASH 26 on alternate days.

Flying in the Alps was a completely different kettle of fish, almost like having to learn how to fly all over
again! All our instructors made it clear that precision flying and safety were key to flying in the mountains
meaning that we had to really focus on our attitude, speed control, general coordination, and lookout or
securité as they say en français. There was a steep learning curve and we also had to get to grips with narrow
and turbulent mountain thermals and knowing how to 1) find them and 2) stay in them! Once we had
grasped the basics, we were then able to perform longer cross-country flights across the mountains,
exploring the parcours (effectively a mountain ‘motorway’) and beyond! One of the highlights was flying in
the Duo with Christian to Glacier Blanc. Flying over a glacier at 4200m AMSL was absolutely breathtaking and
certainly an unforgettable experience!

Figure 2 Glacier Blanc at 4200m AMSL

Figure 3 Another perspective of the glacier

Once we had done all the sightseeing, our instructors knuckled down and started to challenge us and push
our flying skills, giving us plenty of time on the controls but also by surprising us by doing things such as
pulling out the airbrakes and making us get back over ridge height. La Motte airfield itself was a challenging
site and this added to the learning curve. Renowned as a base for epic flights in the mountains, but notorious
for being difficult to get away from, the first and last parts of our flights were always interesting. Towards
the end of the expedition, on less tricky days our instructors would let us stay on the controls once we were
off the winch and would talk us through how to get away. This involved lots of patience, accurate speed
control, and deciding when it was safe to change from figure eights to turning in the same direction. The
landing procedure was another story! This required flying towards the town to make the first radio call and
start losing height (sometimes we would have to hang around and wait if several gliders wanted to land at
the same time). At about 1000m QNH we would then begin the downwind leg, making the next radio call
and then we would fly along the ridge and visually adjust our height according to the ‘V’ between the
mountains in front of us. We would then perform a truncated diagonal and base leg using several reference
points such as a red barn and the road towards the airfield, and ultimately, we would turn finals and land on
the narrow strip, making sure to flare at the required point (they had set up a board for this), veering left
upon landing and coming to a stop close to the hangar, otherwise penalité!

Figure 4 Proof that landing at La Motte was no easy task!

Figure 5 Beautiful view of the mountains in the national park near the Italian border

Figure 6 The view from the ‘office’

We were made to feel extremely welcome at La Motte by Christian and his team. The club had a friendly
atmosphere and once we got used to their (sometimes very!) specific way of running things, as well as the
hilarious but effective penalité system, the airfield became like a second home to us. During our free time we
took advantage of the swimming pool and its lovely view of Jouere, a mountain we flew over (and
sometimes below ridgetop height!) many times during our trip. While we had some fun evenings playing
Card Against Humanity and even Beer Pong and Flip Cup, the highlight of week one turned out to be our ‘day
off’ on Sunday which was scrubbed. We spent the day doing some sightseeing in Southern France, and the
morning involved forcing Pete and Andy to stop off at multiple lavender and sunflower fields until they could
no longer take it! We then had lunch at a lovely café in the mountains, drove towards the Lac de Sainte-Croix
where we stopped for more photo opportunities and finally drove on a bit more towards the natural lake of
Esparron. We had a dip in the crystal-clear waters and decided to spend some time kayaking. Andy and I
even managed to fit in a bit of cliff diving which was almost as exhilarating as flying in the Alps! Week two
was also a lot of fun on the social side of things. The crew, as well as many of the other visiting pilots and
regulars at La Motte, were treated to two fantastic dinners: Terry’s famous seafood pasta and Rupert’s beef
goulash. On the 14th of July, the French celebrated Bastille Day and after flying we drove over to the nearby
medieval town of Sisteron to watch the fireworks over the Citadel which was incredible. On Saturday we
celebrated Dina’s birthday with lots of cake, beer pong, and more drinking games.

Figure 7 The pool at the gîtes and the spectacular view of Jouere

Figure 8 OUGC-Selfie on our sightseeing trip

We had two incredibly fun weeks over at La Motte and I would like to thank Pete, Andy, Phil, and Terry for
joining us and sharing their mountain flying wisdom with us. We certainly had a lot of fun both in the air and
on the ground, and I am pleased to say that OUGC is planning to return to La Motte next summer. I hope
that my report has convinced you to sign up next time! You will be amazed by how much you will learn, as
well as by how much you will improve your flying skills!

Happy flying :)

Mylynn

